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Volume CXTLvue 1
Construction begins
By MEGHAN FLAHERTY
Construction for the Flo K. Gaolt
Library for Independent Study be-
gan in July and is scheduled for
completion in August 1995. The
Gault Library, which will merge
with Andrews Library, will be a
32300 square foot building thatwill
provide 280 more LS. carrels as
wen as anothercirculation desk and
more stack space. This library is
possible because of a $5 million
donation to theCoUege's Campaign
for the 1990s, $3 million of which
has been designated for this library.
This gift was given by Stanley C.
and Flo K. Gault '48s.
TheGaultLibrarywin provideall
seniors majoring in the social sci-
encesandhumanities withtheirewa
study carrels. These carrels win
lave locked storage and many win
nave a wmdow, according toDamon
Hickey, director of the library.
In addition. aU the carrels win be
wired with electricity and computer
network connections to allow stu-de- nts
toptagdirecdykno the
network, thereby giving' them
access to an incredible range of ser-
vices right at then desks, Hickey
said. Combined with the network
connections in - Andrews Library,
Card key system
By BETH CTHA
The enlargement of the College's
card key system this summer has
enabled security tocontrolentrance
to residence halls. In order to gain
access to most residences on cam-
pus, students most run their student
LD. card through a scanner, located
at die entrance. If the computerized
strip on the back of the card checks,
the door is unlocked and me student
is allowed to enter.
This system was usedexclusively
last year in Wagner, Kenarden and
Holden Halls. However, it has now
expanded and included all dorms on
campus. Dwayne Davis, directorof
residential life, explained that using
the system last year was primarily
"a test, to see if we liked it" -
Wooster students responded fa-
vorably when assessing the original
student LD. card key system. Davis
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Marching
Scots
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The student newspaper of the College of
there will be 500 networked com-
puter outlets available.
The first floor of the Gault Li-
brary wUl house a language labora-
tory and a computer classroom. The
main entrance wiU be shifted to the
Gault Library because it wiU open
onto Memorial Walkway. The new
entrance win be handicap acces-
sible and there win be a new lighted
clock tower.
The registrar and financial aid
offices, currently in the Severance
Art Building, wiU be moved to the
new Gault Library. Theinterlibrary
loan and the audio-visu- al depart-
ments wiU be moved to more conve-
nient locations in the new library.
There wfll also be changes in
Andrews Library. Hickey saidthere
win be a large weU-light- ed reading
room with climate control facilities
thatwfll house aU thehistoric books.
Shelves in Andrews win no longer
be as crowded due to more shelf
space. Hickey said that he "hopes
this wfll give growth room for
another 15-2- 0 years."
The Gault Library was primarily
OgriedbySteprcnEQOtC.flr.vgnfT,
of the Ebraries ofWeslyan Univer-
sity and Knox College. The Gault
Library was named after Flo Gault
who, with her husband Stanley, do--
said the students Insisted" on ex-
tending die system because of the
heightened security aspect.
A project totalling almost
$250,000 '
was under-
taken "It does provideto ex-
tend the security. We know
system to doors are propped
the remain-
ing and we can close
campus.
halls on Dwayne Davis,
Looking
on library
more
which
open now
them.'
director of
residential life
ahead al- -
most two
years, Davis predicted further ex-
pansion of the LD. card system,
including ways to use your cards to
buy soda, or even to deduct pur-
chases at Mom's from a personal
account.
Davis said the safety aspect is the
most important and most obvious
advantage of die updated system.
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The Flo K. Gaolt Library for Independent Study, which will house
280 LS. more carrels wiU be under construction until August 1995.
nated $3 millk)n for the library. Mrs.
Gault did not take part in LS. while
sbcwas a student here at Wooster .
bat in 1936-8- 7 she completed her
LS. in the department of English.
During this project she had the op-
portunity to witness first hand how
expamded
"It does provide more security. We
bx)wwhich doors arepropped open
now and we can close them."
Another important safety feature
is the campus
telephone
next to each
card scanner.
Although this
is used prima-
rily forcalling
friends to let
visitors into
the building, it
can also be
used to caU campus security in the
event of an emergency.
When asked about the similarities
between the blue-light- ed security
telephones on campus and the
phones next to dorm doors, Davis
said, "It's the exact same set-up- ."
Davis urges students towork with
the system to build an even safer
Sports
Is violence
hip? 7 '
addition
t . . . t I
important the library was to the stu-
dents. Hickey said it was a "wed-
ding present from him wnaming (he
building for ber."
Some information for this
article provided by News Services.
campus. "AU we ask is that students
help us maintain that security by not
letting people in and not propping
doors open."
However, simply by reducing the
opportunity ofvisitors, both wanted
and unwanted, to gain entrance into
residence halls, does not mean this
opportunity no longer exists. Stu-
dents still must be careful about
who they let into their dorms. Davis
said, "If you don't know a person
and you let him in, you don't know
who you have let in or what you
have let in."
Although double-checkin- g the
motives of everyone trying to enter
residence halls may seem a bit un-
friendly or aggressive, the conse-
quences make that extra caution
seem well worth it "It's an assertive
thing to do," said Davis, "but it can
also save someone's property or their
life."
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Scot field
hockey starts
tomorrow
Friday, September 2, 1994
Copeland
convenes
academic
year
By SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Convocation for the class of 1995
was held Tuesday at 11:15 ajn. in
McGaw ChapeL President Henry
Copeland formally convened
Wooster' s 125th academic year.
The caU toconvocation was given
by the Scot Pipers from the roof of
McGaw. Fanfare in D Major and
Trumpet Voluntary in D Major was
performed by John M RusseU, pro-
fessor of music, on the organ, and
Zachary Lyman '97, on the trumpet,
as seniors and faculty entered for
the traditional processional dressed
in academic robes.
After opening remarks by R.
Stanton Hales, vice president far .
academic affairs, Dan Ephraim 95
presented his speech entitled "Lead-
ership, the Wooster Way." Ephraim,
who is president of the StudentGov-ernme- nt
Association, emphasized
die college as a community. He
said, "Each of os is a strand in
Wooster's web. AU delicate, yet
strong. AU fidl of potential. Asa
whole, the strength of the commu-
nity is revealed to its members. ...
We can aU have different goals, yet
those conflicting goals create our
community."
He also encouraged his fellow
students to make a difference.
"Please, don't be one of those that
finds faults and never acts. ... Do
something about it ... You only get
one shot at college. Whatever you
set your mind to achieve, do it, and
do it well."
The second address was given by
Copeland, whose title quoted
Alexander Pope, "Consult the Ge-
nius of the Place in All." Copeland,
in his 18th year as president of the
College, wiU be retiring at the endof
this school year. He reflected on the '
roles that a college president must
fiU, including, among other things,
please see, CONVOCATION,
page 2
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News Briefs
CAMPUS
Arlene Hall, a longtime dining services employee, is currently in the
hospital recovering from surgery. Flowers and cards may be sent to room
303 at Wooster Community Hospital.
A dumbing problem on Tuesday forced food services to use paper
products for the noon meal in Lowry. Michael Whitford, director of
plumbing services, explained the problem, "It was a sewer blockage
caused by the plugging of a little bit of grease and food particles in the
line." The blockage was cleared within two hours.
Howard Raber, director of dining services, explained that food
services keeps a supply ofdisposable dinnerware available for emergen-
cies. All the dinnerware was thrown out for refuse to pick up.
NATIONAL
An earthquake rocked northern California and Southern Oregon
yesterday. However it caused little damage and no injuries, due to the
quake's epicenter being in the sea, 90 miles west of Eureka. The quake
'registered 12 on the Richter scale.
The Federal government decided to deny the timber industry's
request to take the Northern Spotted Owl off California's threatened
species listyesterday. The industry says that the population ofthe animal
is not as bad as once thought The Fish and Wildlife Service states that
the owl's population is improving, but is still in danger.
A 10 state epidemic of the measles is said to have started with a skier
in Breckenridge, Colo.' The skier came home from a spring break trip
infected with the disease; 250 people have since been infected.
INTERNATIONAL
The U.S and Cuba met yesterday to discuss ways to stop the outpouring
ofCuban refugees into the VS. Topics on the table were the large number
of boat people, US. law enforcement measures, and the return of Cuban
convicts now in US. jails. Talks are said to be going nowhere, but the
Clinton Administration is still hopeful. Meanwhile, the Coast Guard
reports die number of refugees fleeing to. the US. is dropping, and other
reports say mat thehunger strikers are still keeping vigil at the U.S. Interest
Section in Havana, where visas are given out
The Haitian government is permitting citizens who have been given
political asylum to depart for the US. through the Dominican Republic.'
Ninety-on- e Haitians took buses to connect with planes to theU. yester-day. Many of the people were previously kept from leaving by the Haitian
Government because they were key supporters of exiled president Jean-Bertra- nd
Aristide.
The White House is downplaying the importance of discussions with
Norm Korea set for next week. The talks, to be held in North Korea's
capital.will mainly involve diplomatic matters between Norm Korea and
the U.S.-No- t scheduled for discussion are liaison offices opening up, and
the replacement of North Korea's lost nuclear reactor. This reactor will be
discussed during other talks in Berlin next week.
The countries of Rwanda and Zaire signed a communique yesterday
announcing that they will help Rwandan refugees come home. Leaders of
the Hutu refugees, one of the two groups of Rwandan people, were invited
to discuss the return of 1.2 million Hutu refugees in Zaire. The Tutsis are
currendy in control of Rwanda.
National and international news briefs compiled by
CHRISTIE POWELL with information from Wire Services.
The Wooster Voice
is now accepting applications for
the following positions:
Copy Editors
Production Staff
Photography Staff
Cartoonist
Staff Writers
Come by our table on Lowry Hillside today
between 4-3-0 p.m. and 6: 15 p.m. and
speak with current staff members.
Or stop by our weekly staff meeting on Fridays
at 4:30p.m. in the Voice office.
The Wooster Voice News
Convocation
continued from front page
serving as a business director and as
an ecclesiastical leader. -
Copeland also looked to the fu-
ture and asked "How will Wooster
fare in the coming age?" He an-
swered his question by identifying
four major challenges that the col-
lege will face and analyzing how
Wooster can respond.
He identified the need for the aca-
demic program to continue to edu-
cate as trie first challenge. He said.
The enduring value of a liberal
education is the ability to make rea-
soned judgements on one's own."
Another challenge for Wooster,
as well as similar schools, is to ef-
fectively deal with more and more
students entering college who need
remedial help without lowering the
standards of the college. Copeland
seemed confident that Wooster could
meet the chaUenge,statingthat, "One
of Wooster's strengths is helping
students to overcome deficiencies."
Like Ephraim, Copeland also
stressed thecollege community. He
said, "Colleges that can form com-
munities will succeed We have
achieved a level of tolerance that is
far rarer than we realize. Commu-
nities like Wooster can define for
others a common stake for human
beings."
The final challenge to colleges
like Wooster is a financial one.
September 2, 1994
photo by BRnTANY BULLARD
Duncan Jones, Jennifer IchJda, Rebecca Boatright, Kathy Szabo,
Liz Murray and Angela Bakaysza '95s don their graduation attire
for convocation.
Copeland stressed that, "Only those
independent colleges with substan-
tial endowments will stay strong."
Copeland concluded his speech
by stating that Wooster should be,
able to provide spaces for culti-
vating minds so that they may be
free."
After the addresses, theReverend
Barbara Baffin, associate pastor of
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
led a prayer asking God to, "Gift us
with curiosity, courage and com-
passion. ... May we walk together in
the coming year."
The ceremony concluded with
Hales recognizing faculty who have
been promoted and faculty who re-
turned from leave. He also recog-
nized student leaders for their ac-
complishments.
The faculty and senior class
toPaulHhvlemith's Fantasy,
Sonata I.
New security measures enforced
By AMANDA JUNKER
Several new measures have been
implemented over the past summer
to insure campus security, accord-
ing to Director of Security Keith
James.
Blue lights have been installed on
all of the 10 remote emergency
phones to make it easier to detect
their locations," James said. The
College also plans to install an emer-
gency phone near the President's
house this fall.
In addition, all residence halls
have now adopted the HARCO Op
September 6
October 4
November 1 -
November 29
tima 9,000 card system. This sys-
tem allows Security to control ac-
cess to the residence halls, he said.
Each of these card-ke- y locations is
equipped with a phone. The phones
can be used either as emergency or
as courtesy phones.
One other new security measure
was to place all houses on a fire
alarm system. "The Fire Depart-
ment will now be informed directly
if there is a fire or smoke in houses,"
James said.
In previous years. Security has
focused on the importance of ve-
hicle patrol. This year, the empha
Faculty Reports
sis will beon footpatrol, James said.
More officers will be walking about
in the late hours. Also, security
rovers on patrol will wear new or-
ange and black vests so they are
easily identifiable.
James said the security procedures
developed in the past years will still
be in effect "We will continue to
have such programs as crime pre-
vention and fire safety and such
measures as safety escorts," James
said.
Some information for this article
provided by News Services.
Fall 1994
Tuesdays, 11 a.m.
Kauke Hall 126
What's new in an old organization like the AAUP?
James Perley, Department ofBiology and President of the
American Association of University Professors
Higher Education and Social Change
Mary Clark. Professor ofBiology. Emerita. San Diego State University,
and Wooster Forum Speaker
Roundtable Discnsrion Alma Mater P V King ......
Paul Chrisdanson. Department ofEnglish. andRayMcCall,
Departments ofEnglish and Theatre .'will lead the discussion ofKluge's
memoir of a recent year in the life of Kenyon College
In my backyard: Where your wastes are going
Samuel Root. Department of Geology
September 2, 1994 The Wooster Voice News Page 3
Reed House break-i-n Upward BoundBricks will be back recognizesleads to probation Williams
NEWS SERVICES
Construction on the Fk) K. Gault Library for Independent Study has
altered the traffic pattern along the Memorial Walkway for the mo-
ment, but, lest anyone think otherwise, the bricks eventually will be
back.
In preparing the site, the construction crew removed the section of
bricks but saved them so that the walkway can be reconstructed when
the library is finished.
The library is being built by Bogner Construction of Wooster.
TVoyer House fire caused
by unattended candle -
By SUSAN WITTSTOCK
An unattended candle burned the
window sill and a portion of a wall
around a third floor front window in
Troyer House between 6 and 6:30
ajn. Sunday. The residents were
evacuated from the house and
Wooster City fire department was
called to put the fire out The third
floor of Troyer is a finished attic
space with secured doors that is not
available for student use.
Currently, thewindow area is cov-
ered with plastic until it can be prop-
erly replaced. According toDwayne
Davis, director of residential life,
the facing of the house is unusual
and may be difficult to replace. He
said, "Students are responsible for
any damage caused. Either we hold
the students responsible or every
CRANDELL HOUSE
proudly presents
piaccljanalta
Saturday, September 10
featuring:
three live bands
50 kegs
free transportation !
tickets on sale this week!
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
one pays for it through tuition and
room and board."
The use of candles in residential
rooms is against policy stated in the
Scots Key. In the past two years the
fire department has been called to
campus three times for fires caused
by candles. Davis encourages stu-
dents to follow the policy, "It is for
their own safety as well as the safety
of those around them." The College
has taken a step for safety this year
by installing a system, implemented
in this fire, in all small houses that
calls the fire department directly in
the event of a fire.
The College has taken no action
yet against any students in the house,
but will be following up with the
residents of the house. Troyer House
is occupied this year by students in
the Green Program.
By ANDY DUKER
Two former College students were
placed on a six month probation by
the Wayne County Common Pleas
Court Aug. 4 after both pleaded
guilty in connection with a break-i- n
at the college-owne- d Reed House
last semester.
Sean Harris '94 and James
Shepard '94, along with Abdul,
Rashid '94, were charged with bur-
glary and theft on April 6. Police
found Harris inside the house on
Beall Avenue March 5 with a back-
pack containing CDs, a pry bar and
a ball-pee- n hammer.
All three defendants originally
pleaded not guilty to the charges,
but Harris and Shepardchanged then-ple-a
to guilty June 29, according to
Martin Frantz of the Wayne County
Prosecutor's Office. They were
given suspended sentences of three
Computing director
ByJONSEITZ
Carl Zimmerman, director of
Academic Computing Services, re-
tired this week after 26 years of
service. Zimmerman, who" has
served in two capacities, as director
ofacademic computing services and
as associate professorof mathemati-
cal sciences, will continue to work
at the College as an adjunct profes-
sor.
R. Stanton Hales, vice president
for academic affairs, said that
Zimmerman, ... is a wonderful per-
son who helped to develop virtually
the entire computer department," He
credited Zimmerman as "a longterm
leader who is largely responsible for
the high quality of Wooster's com-
puting system."
Vehicle
Registration
Please register your
vehicles as early as
possible.
The Security Office
will begin to
hand out
citations to
all illegally
parked vehicles
this Monday.
"-
-o cr1
to IS years in prison and were in-
stead placed on probation. Rashid's
trial is set for Nov. 4.
Frantz said that the three-- to 15-ye- ar
sentence is the minimum for
this type of offense and is a typical
sentence for someone with no prior
convictions. Other factors, which
he could not disclose, also weighed
in their favor, he said. The maxi-
mum penalty for the offense is eight
to 15 years in prison.
Dean of Students Ken PI usuellec
said the three students underwent a
College judicial hearing last spring
but said that the results are confi-
dential.
Rashid and Shepard both gradu-
ated in May with the class of '94.
Harris was not listed in the Com-
mencement 1994 program.
Some information for this article
provided by The Daily Record.
As the director of academic com-
puting services, Zimmerman ful-
filled a wide variety of roles. He
was responsible for budgeting and
planning computer services. He also
oversaw faculty members in his de-
partment. One of his most memo-
rable experiences was the arrival of
the first VAX computer system 1 1
years ago.
Zimmerman, a 1954 graduate of
Wooster, sang with the concert choir
and lived on Douglass ' second floor
while a student here. He was a
physics major and completed an In-
dependent Study project entitled
"Atmospheric Electricity." His
project dealt with the charge be-
tween earth and sky present in thun-
derstorms.
In addition to his B.A. at Wooster,
OFF-CAMP- US STUDY
OPPORTUNITIES
Come visit the
International
Programs Office
fpr more informa-
tion about study-
ing in the U.S. or
NEWS SERVICES
Theodore R. Williams, the Rob-
ert E. Wilson Professor of Chemis-
try, received an award for his "com-
mitment, inspiration, vision, caring
and long-standi- ng support" of stu-
dents in the Upward Bound Special
Program for Preprofessional Stu-
dents in the Health Sciences.
During the awards banquet on July
30, U.S. Senator Howard
Metzenbaum of Ohio was the key-
note speaker. U.S. Representative
Louis Stokes ofOhio also addressed
the gathering as did Glenn Nicholls,
vice president for student affairs at
Case Western Reserve University.
The ceremony was hosted by Case
Western in honor and recognition of
the achievements and accomplish-
ments of the participants in the 1994
Upward Bound Summer Residen-
tial Program at the university.
retires
Zimmerman earned his M.S. at
Drexel Institute of Technology in
1962. He also studied at the Univer-
sity ofMichigan from 1963 to 1964.
In addition to his academic pursuits,
Zimmerman worked at Ford as a
systems engineer and worked with
the Navy for nine years as a systems
analyst.
Hales said that a committee has
already been formed to replace
Zimmerman but no applicant has
yet been found. The College has
established a pool ofapplicants from
which to choose. A replacement is
expected by the end of September or
early October. Hales commented
that in addition to facultymembers, --
all applicants will be encouraged to
meet with students and student
groups.
I TJ
abroad.
First-yea- rs and sophomores are encouraged to come over and
talk about how to integrate an off-camp- us experience into their
academic career at Wooster.
Carolee Taipale, Director ext. 2406
Hider House (across from Career Services) on University St.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monoay. luesoay, inursoay, rnoay y
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Lights add to campus
Campus emergency telephones received a facelift this summer and now
feature high visibility blue lights. This feature is a long overdue improvement
to campus security. Although they may compromise the natural beauty of the-campu- s,
the relatively unobtrusive blue lights are essential for everybody
trying to locate an emergency phone after dark.
The administration should be applauded for addressing a major student
concern and remedying a security flaw.
Although the 10 remote campus emergency phones are rarely used, by
making them more visible, the College has increased the awareness of their
existence. This will act as an important deterrent to crime.( Free bricks!
The much-awaite- d addition to Andrews Library is underway. The sweet
sound of Caterpillar bulldozers starting every morning at 7 aun. is all the
bittersweet reminder most people need about this project
Yet, while we laud the College for finally doing something about the taxed
facilities of the library, we do have one minor complaint about the work (aside
from our disturbed sleeping patterns). The bricks from Memorial Walkway
have been temporarily removed, lest any heavy machinery destroy our favorite
pell-me- ll pedestrian promenade.
What we would like to know who decided to store the bricks in a fenced area
hardly qualifying as an enclosure? Publishing a list of Wooster students who
have participated in the traditional Wooster-emblem-brkk-steali-ng would
result in die expulsion of a good portion of the student body (as well as the
embarrassment of many alumni).
Weurge the College to store me bricks inside, perhaps even inalocked room.
A padlock costs three dollars, but the heritage which the original bricks
represent is priceless.
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No 'backs of the Titanic, 9 please
Finding each year new faces and
new,challenges iruhe vevetTen&ng,,
productkncafEberaQyduc
all college institutions must, ofneces-
sity, take time out to rededicate them-
selves, lest their goals be lost in a
maelstrom of academic class dyna- -
misrn. Newspa
Todd Lewis pers are no dif-ferent, and ac
cordingly, we
here at the Voice would like to take
some time out to renew our commit-
ments to the College community.
Newspapers, those most cherished
of democratic institutions, serve their
readers through the relentless, unre-
mitting pursuit of the truth no matter
where that pursuit might lead. They
(and we) subscribe to the liberal no-
tion that free and open discussion is
the surest, if not always the fastest,
route to the truth, the tug-of-w- ar be-
tween conflicting opinions leading
inexorably, if not immediately, to the
rejection of one or the other or, more
usually, some middle ground wherein
the truth should lie.
But newspapers do more than just
facilitate such a discussion. If the
posting of ideas were all that newspa-
pers accomplished, then bulletin
boards (both physical and electronic)
could do the job faster and cheaper.
Writing in Wiredmagazine on why
"Online or Not, Newspapers Suck,"
Jon Katz asserts that while new elec-
tronic media have given newspapers
"a diminished role in the presentation
of news," they are still much needed
voices. "We need distinct voices
standing back, offering us detached
versions of the best truth they can find
in the most factual way. We need...
fact-gather- ers and opinion makers to
help, jjssort throughthe,. ;xissueswe
care Bbombui neertherpin uMipte '
bending.
Newspapers have a role to play
because, while electronic media have
rendered "information gatekeepers"
powerless, the onslaught of informa-
tion has made them indispensable.
While we could sit around and watch
news feeds on the Internet all day, we
need detached voices to filter infor-
mation and oririions, lest we get swept
away in the electronic tidal wave of 1s
andOs.
It is also becoming apparent that
more discussion is not always better
discussion. The chaos of the modern
American intellectual landscape can
be bewildering. Confronted with a
citizen saying on national TV news
that "We can't balance the budget on
the back of the Titanic," Florence
King (writing in National Review)
finds herself in hysterics:
Our sense of the absurd, that
last great 'baHast against
neuroticism, is gone. Our civil
life is so riddled with banalities
and cliches that their precise ar-
rangement no longer matters . . .
By now "the backs of the poor"
sounds almost the same as "the
deck chairs of the Titanic" so
hey! it's close enough... It's
getting harder and harder to fol-
low an American discussion. We
used to chide worrywarts with:
"Suppose one thing, suppose
another, suppose a jackass was
your brother?" Now, however,
supposition is the handmaiden of
political correctness. I often run
into this because of my penchant
for voicing unthinkable opinions
:: Bgge;-ffiesp6d'bwl- s.,
Suppose you substituted wj for
owls! .. .This isnot sensitivity but
rhetorical tumult.
It's no wonder that the stores
are filled with clear cola, clear
beer, clear dishwashing liquid .. . .
Now the only thing we have that's
clear is clear itself, so take a sip or
a squirt and forget our mental
chaos.
We recognize the increasing in-
coherence of American discussion,
and we seek to be part of the solution,
not of the problem.
In facilitating discussion, then, we
have two goals: to present informa-
tion and opinion, and to present it
well. The Viewpoints sectionresolves
itself to present all serious (and some
unserious) articles mat are submitted
to us, provided that the writer is will-
ing to take the time and effort neces-
sary to make it presentable. Clear
thoughts being the handmaiden of
clear writing, we believe that all pub-
lications should be as well-reason- ed
as they are well-writte- n. We hope not
to have to balance anything on the
back of the Titanic.
We seek the widest possible range
of ideas arid opinions and encourage
all to submit. We also announce our
intention to place quality (not correct-
ness of opinion) foremost in our edi-
torial comiderations. With that ca-
veat in mind we rededicate ourselves
to pursue and present the truth as best
we can.
Todd Lewis is the Viewpoints editor.
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The howls of the damned: clean living, moldy skin
Toe KokKanGoh, Viewpoints desk. The Wooster Voice
From: Jeremiah Jenne, former Drugs and Politics editor
Re: Dispatches from the East
EnckxsedismyfimaixJ last dispatch beforelheadhor My health has been
suffering and besides, the Voice's check bounced wim such hemousiepercus-- "
"
.
sions that nc even tnefticf fire bonibs and masst,- - i, violence would persuade my bank to give me anyJeremiah Jenne kindofcrediL Iappliedfbrajobattfaeiewspaper
herem Smgapore, but the orUy two things lean write
about (drugs being one, politics the other) are both captal offenses. OhwelL
These are YOUR people Kok Kian, and you understand their own peculiar
forms of vengeance better than I. Take care. J.
The Howls of the Damned: Singapore Chapter ... Clean Living and
Moldy Skin ... Bad Omens and Cracked Logic from the Causeway ...
Homeward Bound
Life has not been good to me lately. The Asia Paradox: Uving here requires
stronger drugs than Singapore seems able to provide. I am suffering from an
evil sunburn, warm beer and a cantaloupe-size- d knot of intestinal parasites.
I am failing miserably at assimilation. My "Tree Michael Faye" poster has
been ripped down again and my roommate has begun mocking me openly in
strange and unknown tongues. My personal physician has been coming by
twiceaweektoadministerhis own brand of Most nights my
back andjomts look like gtpincushionsgo
hot liquids in my extremities.
To lop it off they busted my courier last night as be was bringing in mis
week's supplies from over the border. He tried convincing the authorities that
he hadnoideaaboutthesnian packet oflncft
colon. But in the end they beat him on his kidneys with sacks of steel filings
and then dragged him out behind the customs house where they shot him like
a sick dog. Singaporean authorities have no time for weepy excu
mad lackeys, they want Justice. And all my letters and phone calls demanding
compensation have gone unanswered. So far.
Beer is very expensive here. ApitcherofbeerwOlsetyoubackabout US$20
and a case of warm beer from the local grocery store is close to USS50. And
you need beer here. Derm life in Singapore? Imagine Douglass forming a
fraternity, complete with pledge week, and you're getting close. The only
alcohol I have seen this entire year was one night when the young medical
students on my floor decided to "get nuts" one night They each had a glass of
Irish Bailey Cream hoo wee, hold me back.
But Thailand is only a 20-ho-ur train ride away. ,And Thailand is NOT
Singapore. Cambodian Red is so prevalent there that they give it away. This
is a bud so kind that you can hear the moisture sizzling off when you light up.
One of my fondest memories of Asia will be the night we spent on the back of
a moped drinking UN surplus Johnny Walker Red and smoking up a couple
OUNCES ofCambodian herb. Just myself and my physician with a few friends
whom we had met that night, and we whiled away the hours chasing chickens
around this Cambodian refugee camp on the Thai border near Khmer Rouge
territory but I digress.
And besides, you can't bring ithome with you, for soon I will be back home.
In the land of the free and the home of the brave. Where we managed to elect
an intellectual gerbil president of the United States and then sat back and
watched him turn everything he touches into a crisis of mind bending
proportions.
And finally back to Wooster, where I can get quality acid from my oki friend
mthepresidert'saffice. He stillowes niemor
company and I know that I can trust him illicitly. The end is near.
AM Fen tired agam aed I Med again
Td just arrived, one day late, still
reeling from a 36-ho- ur ordeal which
involved three planes and five cities,
whenlwssdofyscccflby View-
points cdhor.ToddLcwis. Heneeded
articles for this week's issue of the
- Voice and
KokKlsnGoh
an if you
intend on woridn in pnolfahin any-
time through the next century, boy,
you'd do as ah say. You hear me,
boy?" asked me whether or not rd
take the time. Todd's from some-
where in Alabama, and he likes to
thmk himselfsomewhat conservative.
That was yesterday, and it's now
Wednesday, going on Thursday. I've
still not produced the page of gutter-
ing journalistic extravagance and
pomp. Tve yet to cough up words of
inspiration and wiL I'm not oozing
intelligence. Not at all, "till now, and
I do think I have a problem.
Of course, this is not the first time
I've been faced with a task ofproduc-
ing soinethmgfrcin nothing. Tisnot
the first time I'm to resort to spineless
self-indulg-
ent poseury to hjde. an aH-too-obv- ious
mental void. I've got
what it takes to swing this. I'mcooL
Starting from die top, we win find a
title for this forthcoming masterpiece
of ours. A title is, of course,
devastatingryimperativemthiscase
ifyou do happen tostumble across the
perfect one, readers might be willing
to overlook die fact that the foflowing
writing is a trite insubstantial. How-
ever, it is of some inconvenience that
coming up with a catchy and appro-
priate title very often ends upatedious
and drawn outprocess. Thus we turn
to higher authority. We seek divine
intervention. We pinch snippets of
Morrisey lyrics. Edsnote We make
excessive use of thefirstperson piu-ra- L
If you are so fortunate as to be
compared with the cub symbol of
drryfrT be" it ITbnf '
chcaen title eridsiro having absohaery
nothing to do wim the yet non-existe- nt
writing, so much the better
you're immcdiaifly at the fotefront of
At this point, die most convenient
thing todo is toscavengerecfrt maga-
zines forjuicy and, ideally, badly writ-te- n
articles. It's the girr1 thing,
looking through the p&ece, gxabbmg at
imperfect logic and mewing at pa-
thetic attempts athumour, with a ven-
geance, with a certain artistic arro-
gance worthy of the all-know- ing in
you; and then perhaps grudgingly
noting the good parts and compiling it
all into a neat package of cold, calcu-
lating, scathing nonsense.
Ilneedn'tbeabad article, either. It
could be a funny one. ForinstanccI
once jumped all over a Newsweek
story on Lorena Bobbin's classic dis-
membering of the definitive male or-
gan. Highly amusing indeed, plus it
had that certain "I don't know what"
(ideally, there should be a classy for-
eign, phrase here) which just begs you
to laugh stupidly at the follies of hu-
man beings. Alternatively you could
turn to television, but I haven't seen
anything thought-provolri- ng or juicy
or funny on television for quite some
time.
So I now have a plan of sorts.
AfoSMeJkagam,Aug.8,4994. Semi-nud-e
people infeiching grayscale plas-ter- ed
on the coyer. This might be' it,
folks. It might be die Big One. But it's
on Woodstock, and it's entitled
Woodstock Nation,'' mus indicating
the long-await- ed realization that
"LoDapalooza Nation" was at most a
mildly successful commercial ven
ture. Woodstock II it's an omen of
some sort. First, kids incom rjrehfJtsi-b-ly
started Eking die music then-- par-
ents' llkedj iiow th$ywant to be their '
parents" hVtoo much fer m-- i,'
like, makes you want to believe in
filial piety. It makes me want to shed
a tear.
Next, the Village Voice, Aug. 30,
1994. Annoyingly enough,
Woodstock's hem loo, but we're not
abovtffbrgrving. A preliminary scan
is fruitless. Oddly, this issue is rather
duU wim an appropriately swoonful
picture with Woody Harrelson's
crotch and Juliette Lewis' midriff as
complementary focalpoints andahost
ofrather gocdmovie reviews. But not
a whole lot, and certainly nothing
inspirational to an aspiring college
writer who likes to think himself jaded
but is probably just dulL What's with
these magazines? What's gotten into
them?
There are, fortunately, other ways
to cook up so article. This is college
1 hub of yoBaW enawMOkl and
fancies, supposedly) and k is the first
week of school, for crying out loud.
Of course there are things to write
about. Why, we've got to use those
blasted cards to get anywhere now;
there's a big hole and heavy machin-
ery m from of tte library; the showers
now have curtains m them. Ooh,the
novelty of itall, and am Inot glad tobe
back? Don't you feel special?
But it is the first week of a new
academic year. And as afriend posited
out, there is at least one-four-th of die
studertpopulaticnwhichldon'tknow.
A whole fourth which makes for star-
tling potential doesn't it?
ButI haven'tmet many of them, the
first-years-
... andit'scoldandit'slate
and I'm tired.
WANTED
Viewpoints Writers
Cartoon Artists
Letters to the Editor
If interested, contact the Voice:
e-m- ail: voiceacs.wooster.edu
(or use our campus server, Voice 1, in Lowry zone)
phone: x2598
mail: C-31- 87
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Vote early,
vote often
Do you have your absentee bal-
lot yet? Or, more importandy, are
you even registered to vote at all?
The annual ritual of applying for a
ballot, filling it out
Shannon
Sheehan
and sending it in
has takenon added
urgency forme this
election year. You
see, I am a Virginian and a demo-
crat It's an especially bleak year
for people like me in die Old Do-
minion.
Chuck Robb, who still hasn't re-
covered from that embarrassing in-
cident involving beauty queens and
controlled substances last year, is
km on funds and seems to be ob-
serving radio (and television) si-
lence for the time being. Even with
four candidates in thcfieTaYpick-ing- s
are slim.
It's almost enough for a loyal
Virginian like me to go North.
Oliver North, dot is. After all, he
seems to want my attention pretty
badly. Icouldn'tleavethetelevsion
on for longer than 10 minutes this
summer without teeing nun either
giuauig his gcrfy,gap-toothe-d grin
or wearing that slightly perplexed,
wrinkled-eyebro- w frown he puts
On when he has to took distin-
guished.
He also sent me a letter inviting
me to his re-inaug-ural gala" this
coming October. Not only that, but
if I send in my money right away.
hell even send me my very own
engraved invitation. It is suitable
for framing, and it also comes with
Ollie's private, supersecret tele-
phone number used only by the
lucky, loyal few to give sugges-
tions and plan campaign strategies.
I know he wasn't just kidding, be
cause the letter came wim two shiny
new pennies glued in the margin, a
clear indication thatOllie wants my
"two cents."
Not that membership in Ollie's
elite is an honor that can be bought
or sold for any price. According to
his campaign publicity, the main
reason why I should vote for him is
because he's not a 'Washington
insider."
North also swears he's not afraid
to "stand up" to his political rivals.
He plans to sweep into Congress
and expose the lies, dishonesty and
misuse of taxpayer's money that
are destroying that venerable insti
tution.
Come to think of it, who else
possesses the special insight into
lying, buck-passin-g and Congres-
sional testimony tohandle theprob-
lem? Notonly that,butOUieclaims
that he's got God especially on his
side, and no one else's. No doubt
about it, I've seen the light Ollie's
my man.
Now, whatever am I going to
wear to that black-ti- e gala?
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A little piece ofheaven unveiled
By AARON SKRYPSKI
As the leaves begin to turn, and we
agam proceed across thequad toclass,
it is important to remember that we
are not the only students heading back
to school. Monday morning alarms
woke not only college students, but
high school students as welL An-oth-er
academic year has come to
Wooster. This year there is a
change. Local teens win be initi-
ating not only a new semester,
but a new high school as weU.
Located on Oldman Road, the
new facility will house a natatorium,
performing artscentrrand classrooms
that are three times the size of the old
classrooms. The 283,000 square foot
facility will accommodate approxi-
mately 1,200studentsand 150 faculty
mambers.
Problems abounded in the old high
school, located on the comer of
Quimby Street andBeallAvenue. The
heating systemtnough newly in-
stalled, unequaDy distributed heat,
leaving some Booms at temperatures
above 90 degrees in the winter. The
old high school was also landlocked,
allowing forno expansion, which was
necessary to meet the needs of the
presemstudembody.AddiMtjal prob-
lems with plumbing and mmequate
spaceforced theWoosterschool board
to begin the process ofbuilding a new
facility.
The construction of the new high
school was fundedby three means. A
bond was issued, which generated
S32 million. An additional four mil-lio- n
dollars had been donated to the
school system, and interest generated
by thecllected funds also created
income. The total amount raised was
$38 minion.
This money was used not only to
construct the new high school, but to
also expand Kean Elementary School
and fund the construction of a new
elementary school to be built on the
site of the old high schooL The 75
acres ofland for the site were donated --
totneschcol board by theRubbermaid
Corporation.
The new building has some im
Farewell to a familiar friend
By AARON SKRYPSKI
At the end of last term, an era had
ended; the class of 1994 bid the Col-
lege farewell. I am sure that aD of us
watched frierxls, siblings orloved ones
step across the threshold of the "real
world." Yet, most of us, as I did,
expected to come back to Wooster
with basically the same group of
friends, the same roommate, the same
special someone. Sadry.thisisnotthe
case.
After you had unpacked your bags,
made the bed and hung a poster or
two, (lid you take a walk around cam
pressive statistics. It houses nine acres
ofclassrooms, labs and concert facili-
ties. The performing arts center seats
1000, and boasts a fun orchestra pit
and backstage area. The9,800 square
foot media center contains a 6J0CQ
square foot library, winch is illumi-
nated by a skylight constructed with
"Ifs heaven, ifs heaven,"
Relda Smith, WHS
home economics teacher
j
ultraviolet screeningglass. The build-
ing is centered around three court-
yards, which allow every room but
one lo receive direct or indirect sun-
light. The two-stor- y buikling is com-
pletely handicapped accessible, and
includes braille signs on every floor.
Principal David Bumison reports
that all of the classrooms are grouped
in "allied areas." Specifically, En-gu- sh
and foreign language rooms are
grouped around the media center,
while arts and industriaarts classes
are adjacent. fIn addition to the normal amount of
classrooms, the science grouping win
house four laboratories, a greenhouse
and a vivarium. The Engush, foreign
language end sociaf studiesdqiBrt-ment- s
win have access to a writing
lab, a speech and drama center, a
publications room and a250 square
foot lecture hall which seats 150
people.
Notonly are thephysical aspects of
this building amazing, butthe techno-
logical ones as welL The school has
been equipped with its own phone
system, as well as a computer net-
work similar to the one here at the
College. The network will link the
school's three computer labs, as weU
as the individual classrooms. A file
server will allow each computer ac-
cess to the Internet, giving students
access to the "information highway."
School officials will also be able to
utilize state statistical data, which is
stored in Columbus.
The school's media center will al-
low programs to be centrally broad
pus? Did notice the lack ofa Memo-
rial Walkway? Or hear the bagpipes
practicing by Scheide? Did you no-ti- ce
the loss ofone tree, which used to
stand guard behind the library?
Known simply as "the dm tree." it
was the meeting place for friends, a
spot for quiet reflection, an oasis from
the bruhaha that is college life. I have
seen classmates gazing at the tree out
the library window.countless sketches
of its branches and more than one
individual climbing to the branch just
right to sit on.
But now the tree is gone. It had
grown old, and diseased. Don'tblame
cast to any number of rooms. A fiber
optic cable will connect the center to
each room, allowing teachers fuH use
of VCRs, laserdisc players and a CD-RO- M
system. Video cameras have
also been purchased to allow the
possibility of student broadcasts.
In the area ofsports, the new facil- -
ity win remedy a problem plagu-
ing the past school: me lack ofa
central sports facility. At the new
site, all the sports fields, courts
and courses will be centrally
placed. In me past, swim meets
were held at the College, footbaU
games atMauer Held, which is across
from Christmas Run Park, and base-ba- U
games at the Wayne County Fair
Grounds. The grounds of the new
high school wiU house a footbaU sta-
dium which wfll seat 5,000 people, as
weU as an eight-lan- e track and aregu-labo- n
soccer field.
For the baseban and softban teams
there are back to back diamonds, in
addition to three practice fields. Six
tennis courts and two gymnasiums
round out the new athletic facilities,
The mam gym is large enough for two
full-co- urt basketball scrimmages to
occur at the same time.
Even the band hasn't been forgot-
ten. AparlringlotthesizeofafoptbaU
practice on. Rethink that uwuTbe
nice for them the band,not having to
march in the mud," said Bul Stur-
geon, director of services for the
Wooster dry Board of Education.
The final addition to the school is
the Ellen Shapiro Natatorium. Hie
natatorium wfll housea50-meterpoo- L
winch is set to open in early October.
The pool wiU be accessible to the
public through the local YMCA. In a
gesture of good win, the City of
Wooster wfll fin the pool, 600,000
gallons of water, at a cost of$3,000.
& is heped that the new school wfll
allow for a more solid education for
the teenagers of Wooster. Relda
Smith, a teacher at the new school,
stated, "It's heaven, it's heaven."
Compiled with information from
The Daily Record. '
the College for its demise, an effort
was made to save it The tree was
sprayed to remove the beetles which
carried its killer, Dutch Elm disease.
Dead branches were removed, but it
was notenough. According toDamon
Hickey, director ofAndrews Library,
the order from the City of Wooster
came in June to remove the tree. On
July 12, the process began, and soon
the tree was gone.
Dutch elm disease has no cure, and
in order to save the other trees, it had
to be removed. But that doesn't put
please see ELM TREE, page 7
Kilts and footbaD helmets? That wfld Scot Band warms up for
another season ofmarching and madness.
Mkrchiog Scots
take the field
They march onto the field keep-
ing in perfect step. The drin is
polished and the musk perfected.
The hard work that leads to mis final
product began on Aug. 20 when
band camp offidaUy began.
Nancy Dinner, the band's di. c-t- or,
said that musicaUy, it is "proo-aW- y
the strongest band" she's ever
had. This is good news for Dinner,
who was initiaUy apprehensive
about the quality of thisyear'sband.
Ditmerwas on sabbatical lastyear.
Ninety-fiv- e out of the 1 15 members
were strangerstoher and she wasn't
quite sure what to expect. Fortu-
nately, she encountered a group to
which she attributes a strong sense
of responsibility and a good work
ethic.
Kevin Doughty 95, band mem-ber.- is
also impressed with thisyear's
band. He says mat it is "musically
powerful and well balanced."
Doughty added that the second and
third chain are so strong that "the
first chairs would have to play a
little harder to be heard."
During band camp, the talented
members learned the first of three
musical sets. Mixing and matching
parts of the programs win provide
a different show for each event
The first set includes Gustav
Hoist's "Moorside March," John
Higgms' "Durango" and a percus
sion feature, Tchaikovsky's
repak. It will be played at this
year's first home footbaU game on
Sept. 10. 1994.
In addition to learning the music.
V " v
photo by BRITTANY BULLARO
fgndjpnjffic
mentals, otien noiaing marcn-ot- is
and contests. In one such competi-
tion, the person following the drum
majors' commands theclosest wins.
Andrew Weaver 97 came away as
the big winner in the camp's last
"official" march-o- ff .
One of the social events at band
camp is the traditional Skit Night.
Throughout theevening, groups per-
formed different skits and partici-
pated in a variety of games. One
such activity is the "Banana Faring
Contest," where upperclass com-
petitors dupe a first-ye- ar into gob-
bling down masses of food. This
year's scapegoat was Tim Graff
'98. Dinner and the drum majors,
Amy HarreU 95 and Eric Burkhart
96, were also ridiculed during the
night's events.
The evening was held in jest and
an the fun was lightheaded. As Matt
Reeves 98 put it, "the best aspect
about band is that you can have fun
while striving towards musical and
marching precision."
When band camp ended, camara-deri-e
and confidence were running
high. Uiifortunately ,uniforms were
notAsofyet, the bandis short by 14
jackets, called doublets. Although
Ditrnerhasaserastress working on
the problem, she can say no more
than, "we're hoping to have them
ready for the first game but they
might notbe."
Outside of that, mis year's band
camp has shaped the Scot Marching
Baridmto what Dinner likesto think
ofas"TBDSCBITL.TheBestDam
Sman College Band In The Land.".
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A whole new world to explore and conquer
First-yea- rs give insight into college transition and adjustment
By HILARY A.TEYNOR
What were your first days at the
College like? Can you remember?
ForWooster's first-ye-ar students, the
adjustment to college life is coming
slowly but surely. Going through ori-
entation, meeting roommates, han-dli- ng
keys and IDs asking repeatedly,
"What's your name?" and "Where
are you from?" are die initial experi-
ences for the first-year-s. The Voice
asked several members of the class of
1998, "What were your first impres-
sions ofThe College of Wooster?"
Sarah George "98 said, 1 knew
nothing about it I bad no clue about
my room or my roommate. It's odd
having noone that knows you. I wish
I had one person from my high school
or hometown that knew me."
Terry Heubert "98 commented on
his first few days, "I was really ner-vo- us
at first until I convinced myself
that everyone felt the same way. I
fbundagram ofpeople tobe with and
it made it a lot easier in terms of the
social setting. The campus is really
nice."
Many first-yea- rs had something to
say about Wooster's food service in
addition to life in general. Josh
Baird'98 said, "I like it here. The
bagels are great but the cream cheese
said, "The food is better than I
thought," and added, "people didn't
say 'Hi' as much as I thought they
would. The laundry tickets cost too
much." MeiraffMeshesha 98 stated,
"The people here are extremely
friendly. The food is pretty good and
has nice variety. The campus is really
beautifuLWagner is thegreatest dorm
in the world."
Wooster is friendly. Almost every
studeiitapproached uttered some form
of that statement "It's a school that
seems like everyone wants to meet
you a real friendly place," said
Dorian Mobley 98. Karl Robillard
98 also commented on this facet of
life at Wooster, "I got here early for
soccer on Sunday and I really didn't
know what to expect. But in general
the people here are really nice and I
just learned to like it"
KarrnEngIe98 reflected, "Classes
don't seem as hard as I thougtht they
would be yet! Moving ml thought,
God this room looks bare!' I noticed
getto know people. Also,bookprices
are outrageous!"
One first-ye-ar student emphasized
herfeehngs duringorientation,"When
I went into Lowry Center, mere were
justabunch ofrea confused people
wandering
.Ty.mde.pe
get my picture taken when Iwasner-
vous and not feeling like smiling. It
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
First-ye- ar students gather at President Henry Copeland's house during
Orientation Week.
was really neat to see my room and
meet my roommate. By the time I
unpacked my stuff. I felt at home."
Finally, a very creative member of
the first-ye-ar class summarized her
experience from a different point of
view,"I fed like I've moved irito this
cas are gorgeous EvCTnTy room
m the fan is spacious and well lit 'My
Class of 1998 a bright, new year
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
As classes at Wooster begin once
again, npperclass students turn curi-o-us
eyes totheCMleges"new blood,"
the class of 1998.
Accomplished
and intelligent,
they need only the
ester of eight
o'clock classes
and First-Ye- ar
Serninar to initiate
them into the col-
lege atmosphere.
SAT--V
SAT--M
ACT
They have been
lauded by various faculty members
fortheiracademkiardextracnrrjcnlar
strengths. But do they live up to
everything that has been said about
them?
The 453 members of the class of
1998 earned mean Scholastic Apti-tudeT- est
scores of531 (SAT-Verba- l)
and 570 (SAT-Mathematic-s), com-
pared wim 530 and 570 for theclass of
1997. Their median scores,liowever,
are higher 520 SAT-- V, versus 500;
and 560 SAT-- M, versus 550 for the
current sophomore class. Their
American College Test scores are
higher, as weU, with both means and
medians of 25 as opposed to 24.
In addition, they have done excep-
tionally well on placement exams
given by the Department of Math
ematical Sciences. Charles Hamp-
ton, chairman of the department, said
that the placement exams, which are
given toaQfim year students who dkl
nottake the national Advanced Place--
that'snecessarilypennanent," he said.
The class of '98 has a larger per--
nearly 50 percent, as opposed to the
usual 35--40 percent It does, how-
ever, include
Standardized test scores (Classes of1997 and 1998)
Mem
5311530
5701570
25124
5201500
560550
25124
Statistics for the class of 1998 stated in bold.
ment test, had the highest median
score since 1988. Hampton also said
mat, "we had more AP students than
expected."
Hayden Schilling, dean of admis-
sions, also voiced his support of the
class. "They're very solid academi-
cally. That's reflected in everything
from test scores to rank in class."
'i Although the class of 98 is very
strong, it is by far not the largest mat
Wooster has ever seen. In fascitis
nearly 23 students smaller than the
Admission Office's goal of475. Ac-
cording toSchilling, this is due in part
to a smaller number of college-ag- e
people, and a temporary shift in pref-
erence among eligible students.
"Last year, colleges on either coast
became more popular I don't think
470-5901450-- 580
510430480420
22-28122-
-27 Schilling said
that enrollment
continues toS come from tra-
ditional areas
like Asia and Europe. "However," he
sakL "we have nrafe entriesintoEgypt
and other parts of the Middle East."
In addition to its diversity and aca-
demic achievernerit the incoming stu-
dents are also strong in an extracur-
ricular sense. Schilling said that "like
all classes, they bring an enormous
range of activities and achievements
outside the classroom" to the College.
He also added. "I think people will be
very pleased with the quality of this
class and the contractions they will
make."
In light of their talents, activities
and academic achievements,
Wooster's newest class will besure to
fit into the tradition of excellence
which theyenccuriterboth in the class-
room and beyond.
felk)wpeasants arecheerful andready
to help. The cooks are also excellent.
However, I find the merchants to be a
bit expensive. I might stay in mis
kingdom for afew years."
Each first-ye-ar may have a differ-
ent perspective on life at the College,
but each is finding common threads
v'wrucKtoweaye
piness and enlightenment
Elm tree
continued from page 6
another tree in its place, only a large
stump. Julie Ohverw '97, described
her reactkn,"I sat on the stump, and I
thought it was such a shame, becuase
I thought it was so powerful, and then
it was gone."
There were 80 rings on the stump;
that's a lot of life. Our grandparents
might not yet have been bom, and if
they were, they were younger than we
are now. Hickey described the era as
a turie when"OruoanWilliam Howard
Taft was president of theUnitedStates.
. The College was still die Univer-
sity of Wooster. Its president was
Louis Holden. Howard Lowry, who,
as president, would start the Indepen-de- nt
Study program at Wooster in the
1940s, was soil a boy. 1
Eighty years long for us, but not
for a tree. The tragedy is not that the
tree was felled, but that it will live on
not in the future but our memories of
the past I hope that as we grow old,
maybe reach close to 80, that we too
will be remembered with the same
fondness that students have for that
giant American elm.
It was strong, but bent to bold us up.
It loomed large, but still provided
shade to those under it The elm tree
shaped our campus; from the bobby
seekers of the '40s to the diversity of
the 90s, it accepted us as we were, and
even allowed us a climb or two.
Compiled with information from
. a newsletter released by Director of
Andrews Library Damon Hickey.
Ohio students excel in the
American College Tests
By EMILY DUNFORD
The Ohio Department of
announced a rising trend in the
students from state's AjnericCcJlege Testing Pro--
countries which gram scores. The ACT is a profi-ba- d
not previ-- ciency test which measures students'
ously sent stu-- knowledge in such subjects as math-den-ts
to erratics, reading, English, and the
Wooster. 1 natural and social sciences. Ohio's
average composite ACT score was
21.2 out of 36 for the 1993-9-4 school
year. This is 02 points greater than
last year'saverage of21, and is higher
than the national average of 20.8.
According to the Ohio Department
of Education, the improvement in
ACT scores is a direct result of the
quality of education in Ohio high
schools. Specific reasons for the rise
in test scores include more effective
use ofclass time and greater emphasis
on sdencem the classnxm. Improve-
ment is also due to the quality of the
core curriculum adopted by the De-
partment of Education, which incor-
porates mathematics, reading, writ-
ing and citizenship.
On average, high school students
now take more standardized tests, in-
cluding the Ohio ninth-gra- de profi-
ciency testThis experience helps stu-
dents to become more familiar with
proficiency tests, including the ACT.
Students also begin taking tests at a
younger age, which helps to improve
test scores.
Leah Montesano 98, who took the
ACT three times during her senior
year inhigh school, said that herscores
improved the last time she took the
test Montesano believes that her
high school subjects helped to im-
prove her test scores. As a senior, she
took a pre-calcul- us course which
helped to raise her math score.
Montesano stated, however, that
"what I learned in high school science
didn't apply."
The science section of die ACT
specifically tests science reasoning.
There is less emphasis on typical sci-
ence classes offered by most high
schools, such as biology orchemistry.
LasalyChangkachith 98 believes her
highscxxjltiainirigacmiallyruncVered .
her test scores. Changkachith's high
schooldidnotconcentrateontheACT,
and she wished her school had
vated an ACT program." i
Not all high school students take
the ACT, as notall colleges require or
even accept them. However,
Wooster's average ACT scoreof 24 is
well above the national average. This
rising trend of scores in Ohio is good
news for both educators and students.
Compiled with information from the
Ohio Department of Education.
VHOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(YOU CANT LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.1
Buy pizza at closing time.
Haggle for slices they'd otherwise just throw away.
Eat Ramen noodles.
Make friends with a Senior.
Come junenheffbe? mere --than' gfad t6!giVeyoa!' 1
their old Poly Sci books and couches.
Donate blood.
Save a life and get a free lunch to boot
Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There's no annual fee.
vVIf fiD JCsIsK4IUIs (Hf fiJT
J 1
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Solodkin leaves impression on her work
By ASHLEY VAUGHT
The exhibit on display at the Prick
Art Museum until Oct 9 is a collec-
tion of prints published by SOLO
Impressions, Inc. This is a special
show including artists that
would not normally be avail-
able to the College. The
exhibition was co-curat- ed
by Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n
and Kathleen McManus
Zurko. union
SOLO Impressions, Inc.,
a New York publishing and .
printing press, was founded
by Judith Solodkin in 1975 and has
been a valuable asset to the artists
who have worked with Solodkin in
the past 19 years. The relationship
between the artistand the printer has
always been tenuous because it is
necessary for the printer to work
very closely with the artist in order
to achieve the desired effect
'Natural Born Killers9: Is violence hip?
- MOVIE REVIEW
By NAT MISSILDINE
From the television advertise-
ments ofOliver Stone's newest film,
it might appear that "Natural Bom
Killers," starring Woody Harrelson
and Juliette Lewis, is the latestofthe
slick, gun-craz- ed action films Hol-
lywood has become so adept at
churning out
But this film slips seamlessly
among this summer's selection of
speeding buses, Tom Clancy mov-
ies and Schwarzenegger's biceps in
a tux, only if you don't know it is an
Oliver Stone film. Let us not forget
that Stone, director of"Platoon" and
"JFK," will not be satisfied with a
mere action movie but must bring to
his films a larger message and his
familiar stamp of high-mind- ed pur-
pose. While he attempts to achieve
a similar effect in "Natural Born
Killers," the film ends up becoming
exactly what it claims to so vehe-
mently despise.
"Natural Bom Killers" is not an
ordinary shoot-out- s and fist-figh- ts
flick. It is the story of two wild
young lovers who quickly become
media legends as a result of the 52
people they have murdered on their
various lolling sprees.
Stone uses all of the novel cin-
ematic visual effects he can get his
hands on: black and white footage,
1 6mm film stock (most feature films
are shot in 35mm), animation, angled
point-of-vie- w and computer gener-
ated images. Each of these special
effects is used repeatedly, often all
packed into one sequence of shots,
to make for a skewed and surreal
vision of the action taking place. It
SOLO Impressions emphasizes
the importance of the collaborative
effort between the artist and printer;
Solodkin assimilated this attitude
towards the printmaking process
from her tutelage acquired at the
"Success is achieved when
artists' images merges with the
chosen technique in a seamless
Judith Solodkin
Tamarind Institute in Alberquerque,
New Mexico.
When Solodkin became a Tama-
rind Master Lithographer in 1974 it
was indeed unusual. She was the
first woman to receive that degree
from the Institute, and when she
started SOLO Press a year later, she
was by no means among a familiar
is like MTV on acid except with
enough graphic and persistent bru-
tality to make Ghengis Khan nau-
seous.
Stone's brand ofultra viotenee is r
ubiquitous in this film. Five min-
utes can't go by without someone
being shot stabbed, strangled or
kicked, and it is packed with such
images as hissing rattlesnakes,
marching Nazis and blood-soake- d,
scowling faces appearing in light-
ning quick cuts. Added to this brew
is the continual shifting of the ac-
companying soundtrack: Italian op-
era, Jane's Addiction, Bob Dylan
and Rage Against the Machine.
Ironically, Stone resembles the
crazed journalist, the true villain of
his film, who follows the killers'
every move, watching their carnage
with an admiring fascination and
contributing to their phenomenal
popularity. If Stone's message is
that the media's infatuation with
violence has gotten out of control,
he never acknowledges his own fas-
cination with die subject or his in-
fluential role in the American me-
dia.
In defense of his depiction of
violence, Stone says because it is a
satire the violence needs to be pushed
to its extreme to prove his point
about the media's obsession. But
one gets the feeling that Stone finds
real enjoyment in portraying the
bloodshed in front of his camera.
His film becomes an exploration of ,
the aesthetic quality of violence.
Stone said in an interview with USA
Today, "I shoot good violence. I
mean, I know I do." He is correct In
"Natural Born Killers," the mur-
ders, beatings and general bloodlet-
ting are all filmed with great skill.
sex in her trade. While women have
been free to study lithography in
colleges and universities, the world
ofprofessional lithography has never
been as open to women.
The Tamarind Institute isnotonly
beneficial to its students by
providing a positive creed
by which to work. The
school also helped to el
evate the status of the
printer by encouraging
printers to create their own
individual printer's
chopmark. The chopmark,
which is a printer's em-
bossed logo, would identify the
printer who worked with the artist
The philosophy of the Tamarind
Institute and Solodkin' s own per-
sonal attitude towards the work is
exhibited most clearly in the work
on display. Among the artists in-
cluded in the exhibition is the work
of Lesley DilL Of her collaboration
We root for the killers and are ex-
cited by the beautifully crafted sav-
agery. For the purposes of the sat-
ire, this seems to be Stone's desired
.-eff-
ect -- et --when- the-- filnuaaker
himselftakes so much apparentplea-sur-e
in the very thing he is attempt
Oliver Stone: Journalist or Filmmaker?
with Solodkin, Dill says, "by talk-
ing through all the eventualities and
opening myself to the possibilities,
uncertainties, and excitement gen-
erated by the conversation between
myself and Judith; out of this space"
between artist and printer grew an
organic solution.' Solodkin sum-
marizes the relationship: "Success
is achieved when artists' images
merge with the chosen technique in
a seamless union."
Notable artists included in the ex-
hibition are Louise Bourgeois,
Francoise Gilot, Christian Marc lay
and Howard Hodgkin. On Thurs-
day, Sept 8, Judith Solodkin will
give a lecture at 7 p.m. in the Frick
Lecture Room and a reception will
follow the lecture. The lecture and
reception are free and open to the
public.
Compiled with information from
the exhibition's catalogue.
ing to parody, something has gone
terribly wrong. The media has en-
grossed us again this time in the
form of a blood-thirs- ty and mis-
guided satire. Violence is still hip
for Oliver Stone, whether he intends
for it to be or not
illustration by MATT DORNAN
FRIDAY, SEPT. 2
Scot Spirit Day. Lowry Cen-
ter Hillside, 3 :30 pjn. -- 6:30 p.m.
Come find out about all the COW
organizations, listen to the Scot
Band and even enjoy a patio din-
ner!
Video: "The Untouchables."
The Underground, 8 p.m., $.50.
Unlike any other gangster film
you have seen, with innovative
cinematography and smoking
barrels galore.
Red Pin Special, Scot Lanes,
9 p.m. -- 1 1 p.m. Win free games!
Knock down the red pins!
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3
Film: "Sleepless in Seattle."
Mateer, 7:30 p.m., 10 pjn., $1.
Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan star
in this touching film abouta long-
distance romance.
Band: Impacto Nuevo, The
Underground, 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.,
$.75. Boogie down to the beat of
this upbeat band and celebrate
the end of the first week of
classes.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 4
Classic Film: "An Affair to
Remember." Mateer, 7:30 p.m.
Free. The basis of "Sleepless in
Seattle," this classic will surely
bring a tear to your eye. If you
liked "Sleepless in Seattle," you
won't want to miss this film.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 6
Video: "Menace II Society."
The Underground, 8 p.m., $.50.
Come join the excitement of one
young man trying to escape a life
of gangs. They're tough, but is
he tougher? An original approach
to the same subject of films such
as Juice, Boyz in trie Hood
and "Straight out of Brooklyn."
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 7
SAB Recruitment Fair. The
Underground, 6 pjn. - 7 pjn.
Find out about all your favorite
SAB committees and learn how
you can be a part of the fun. Free
goodies, too!
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Lady Scots hope to improve on last year
-
Sports
compiled from
News
News Sendees
In recent years, the Lady Scot volleyball team has had its difficulties on the
court, but that trend may be about to change.
Last season, Wooster won more games (five) than they had in the previous
two seasons combined. A 5-- 24 record would usually be considered a
disappointment, but in theLady Scots' case, it was a marked improvement over
previous years of futility.
Another positive for Linda Bush and her Lady Scots is the fact that most of
last year's team will be back to give it another shot this falL
Departing: Jessica Viri '96 (1 kill per game), Erin Brisenius '94,
Lara Horiszny '94, Susie Boggs '95 and Stephanie Kuklis 97
Returning: setter Sarah Robertson '96 (.990 serve percentage),
hitter Brijin Boddy 96 (2.3 kills per game), hitter Carrie Headrick
'97 (2.7 kills per game), Patty Turning '97 (1.9 kills per game, 21
solo blocks) and Lara Keefer '97.
Scot Soccer teams kick off 1994
NEWS SERVICES
Men
If the Scot soccer team can pick up
where it left offlast season, it could be
a very productive year for the black
and gold. Wooster, which lost three
of its first six games in 1993, came
back to win six and tie four of its last
13 to finish 9--6 oveiaU and fourth in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
do you think
Last year, the Sports Department
of the Voice promoted a weekly con-
test which was dubbed "Beat the Ex-
perts." The contest pitted College of
Wooster faculty and staff against a
panel ofexperts and tested the contes-
tants' ability to correctly predict the
outcome of twenty college and pro-
fessional football games each week.
In all, the contest ran for 12 weeks,
produced 178 contestants. Forty-fiv- e
people were able to beat the experts.
Since the Sports Department con-
sidered the contest bot successful and
enjoyarJeenoughtopromote last year,
it will continue this year.
Each week, starting on Monday
mornings, contestants can pick up
contest forms on the red ledge leading
into the mailroom in Lowry Center.
with a 4-2- -2 mark.
It was the eighth straight winning
season for the Scots, and with all but
two players back, head coach Bob
Nye hopes to make itnine in arow this
fall.
Individually, defensive star Roger
Haller '95, first-tea- m all-NC- AC in
1993, leads the way this year, along
with last year's top two scorers, Colin
Ozanne and Bob Leonard '96s.
In goal, Paul Elliot is expected to
you can . . .
Each form willcontain what theSports
Department deems the best ten Col-
lege Football Association Division I
games of the week as well as the ten
best National Football League games
of the week.
Contestants fill out the form by
circling which team they believe will
win each particular game. Forms will
then be placed in a box in Lowry
Center no later than 12 noon on the
Saturday of that week
The four experts will also attempt
to predict the winners of each week's
slew ofgames. A different expert will
be considered an "expert of the week"
and the contestants must correctly
predict more outcomes than the ex-
pert of the week in order to win that
week.
The Voice Sports Department is:,
lookingforwriters to cover teamsfar
thefall sports season. Ifyouare
interested, please contact Sports
Editor Mike Householder at x-42-16.
--T HN V? n
The Lady Scot volleyball team will
advances this season.
return as the starter.
Women
Last season, the Lady Scot soccer
team finished 9-9--1 overall and fourth
in the North Coast Athletic Confer-enc-e
with a 4--4 mark, but things could
have gone much better had it not been
for a slew of injuries to key players.
Fortunately, most of the top per--
Beat the Experts?
At the end of the contest, all of the
winners' names will be placed in a
lottery to determine a grand prize
winner. That individual will be
awarded a $75 prize. Ifa contestant is
able to beat the experts each week,
then hisher name will appear in the
lottery that many times, so heshe will
have that much better of a chance to
win the grand prize. The names of the
weekly winners will be printed in
each edition of the Voice.
This year's experts are as follows.
The first expert is John P. Finn of
Wooster. Finn is Director of Sports
Information at the College, as well as
a man whose knowledge of football
runs deep. He sat on the panel of
experts last year, correctly predicting
more than 67 ofoutcomes correctly.
photo by LTZ MADISON
look to build upon last year's
season
formers from last year's disappoint-
ing campaign areback, including lead-
ing scorer Larisa Fricsons'95, who
topped the team with eight goals and
was named All-NCA- C.
In addition, all-regi- on picks Kelly
James '97 and Megan Bruce '95, both
of whom scored four goals and added
two assists, are back.
Also returning is Denise Drescher
'97, who stepped in for injured goal-
keeper Lisa Hall '94.
Our second expert is Mike House-
holder 95 of Beaver, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Householder is currently serving
the Voice as sports editor, the same
position he held last year. He is also
the current assistant sports editor of
the Index.
The third expert is Peter James '95
ofWestport, Connecticut. Mr. James
served the Voice as sports editor dur-
ing the 1992-199- 3 school year. He
also works for the office of sports
information and was a vital member
of the 1994 men's tennis team, which
was the most outstanding tennis team
in Wooster history.
The fourth member of our expert
panel is Mark Solis '95 of Bellville.
Mr. Solis is the current sports director
for WCWS radio.
Sports Information
Hotline
(216) 287-206- 6
Tim Pettorini has been
named NCAA Division HI
Coach of the Year for the
Mideast Region after
guiding the ScxH baseball
team to a 35-1- 3 record and
the Mideast Regional
Championship.
Wanen Cnam-A-Koo-n
95 and James Weaver '94
have achieved All-Ameri- ca
status after outstanding
seasons with the Scot tennis
team.
As ifearning AO-Amer- ica
honors in cross country last
fall was not enough, Emily
Moorefield '95 capped an
outstanding season by doing
it again in track.
Meg Wood 95 had such
an great season with the
Lady Scot lacrosse team that
she was selected to two All- -
America teams. Wood, who
led the team in scoring with
57 goals and eight assists,
was named to tiie All--
America teams by Brine and
the United States Women's
Lacrosse Association.
Peter James"95 presence
in the lineup had a great deal
to do with the success of last
year's Scot tennis team. .
James, bothered by a
chronically bad back
throughout his collegiate
career, was aided by
assistant coach David
Brown, who devised some
stretching exercises to aid
James back. The exercises
enabled James to play 25
matches and finish with a
team-be- st 20--5 record.
Ken Gude '95 and Gary
Nye 96 have been named to
the all-dist- nct team by the
Golf Coaches Association
ofAmerica. Gude led the
team with an average of
79. 1 strokes per round.
follwed closely by Nye,
who averaged 80.1.
Three members of the ;
Scot baseball team have h
been named to the Division
HI AB America Team. -
Chris Gngolani 94 was
named to the first team,
Terry Gladis '95 was named
to the second team and Brett
Beech '94 was named to the
third team.
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How much longer
until kick-off-?
By WILLIAM R, TAYLOR
Once again, die US. has had to
suffer through another summer of
overzealous hurlers and grand-slamme- rs
with peony-pinchi- ng own-
ers wlfwi in a winless struggle
for who has priority: the ticket-purchasi- ng
fens the muM-millk- m dol-
lar contracts of has-bee-n or want-to-b- e
superstars. Butwith the upaxning
Natkal Football League season, one
asks: Will the football season be as
boring this year as it was last? In
response to this perpetual concern,
the NFL has added new rules to help
make the game more enticing:
Kk-of- Es will nowbe started firom
the thirty yard-lin-e, five yards back
from the thirty-fiv- e yardJine last year.
. Two point conversions are al-
lowed. That is, teams are allowed to
try lo score into the end zone to gain
two points, instead of the normal 1
extra-poi- nt This will allow Cor a
more exciting final 2 minutes, espe-
cially if a team is down !y a touch-
down.
Radios are now being placed m
the helmets of players, especially me
quarterbacks. Coninnmirations will
be enhanced between player and
coach. Perharanowanofthecoach's
colorful metapbors wEI be audible.'
The new line ofscrimmagerules.
First, uambacis and safeties are not
allowed to bump at the line of scrim-
mage. This should allow for the pos-
sibility of a resurgence in the long
pass, as corners who fed they need to
slow down fast wide-out- s will be
forced to rely more on personal speed
and ability. Second, defensive line-
men are not allowed to line up directly
under center. They must be offof the
"line of scrimmage," or they will be
charged with an offside penalty. This
should aDow more pass protection fcr
the quarterback, enabling a higher
completion percentage and more
touchdowns;
Anybody buying this yet? This
sounds as exciting as watching paint
dry. To me, it seems like all of this is
unnecessary. I have my own ideas on
how to improve the NFL:
Charge different values for touch-
downs for different teams based on
ability. For example, if the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers played the Dallas
Cowboys, theCowboys' touchdowns
should only be worth 5 points, since
they have won the Super Bowl for 2
consecutive years. Conversely, the
Buccaneers touchdowns should be
worth 12 points, since they haven't
had a winning season since 1982, and
have nochance ofhaving one. Sorry.
SamWyche.
- Enthusiasm should be allowed
back into the game. Now, all referees
will aDow after a score is a spike or a
high-fiv-e. Whaieverhappenedtotack- -,
ling someone in the end rone after an
interception ran back for a touch-
down? Head hitting, anyone? What-evernappenedlothe'T- ckey
Shuffle"?
(For that matter, whatever happened
to Ickey Woods?)
If the ball is locked through the
end zone on a kickoff, the kicking
team should be rewarded 1 point for
riw nwtvih of their kicker, and the
kicker should get an extra million for
his personal strengms. u s me amy
fair rapt1 thing to do. ' -- .
Enter the "teuipotariry" dormant
the league, starring Albert "Corky"
Belle as fullback. Carlos "By Land,
BySea"Bacrgaatquartcaback,Kenrry
T wish I was James" Lofton at wide
receiver,arKlEddie"BigCat"Murray
as defensive end. Taylor's' predic-
tion: 9-- 7, barring any major injuries,
butjust missing the playoffs.
Add the "Whitewater Winners"
as an expansion team, with Hillary
Clinton as the owner. I bet she could
make billions of dollars by merely
investing maybe, say, $150,000?
Taylor's prediction: A very contro-
versial 10--6, and a loss in the Super
Bowl (It can't look as if the footbaD
season was rigged, could it?).
Now.rmnotsayingthat this would
make football perfect However,
maybe it wouldn't be as boring.
I
1
I
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Now you can have the moat recogrdred
credit card in the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
MasterCard the credit ear you
fleaene and need fo-r- ID BOOKS DEFfumtENT
STQeS-TUmONtJfTERTAg- EWT--
RSMSS-AN- D TO EttimOUR CREDIT RATWG1
No torn downs!
lJtf3 No credit checks!gtf Nasecartty deposit!JJjS Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!
rage m.m.
Lady Scots look to forge ahead in '94
1
photo bjr BRITTANY BUL1ARD
Katie Doyle 9 at a recent field hockey practice. Despite the loss of
ten key contrflmton front fart yeart teain, the Lady Scot fjeld
hockey team intends to cootiiiae its winning tradition this fan.
The 1993 Lady Scot field hockey
team bad high hopes going into the
season, but most of those hopes were
dashed as the team finished a disap-
pointing 8-10- -2 overall and fifth in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
with a 4-6-- 2 mark.
The 1994 Wooster field hockey
squad, despite the loss of ten top play-
ers, will attempt to forge ahead and
improve on last year's campaign.
The Lady Scots first contest will
be tomorrow at DePauw at 1 1:00.
Defakted: All-Americ- an selec-tionLu- ci
Day 94,leading scorer Lisa
Ostermuener 94 (11 goals, three as-
sists), defenders Mary Callanan 94
Tiffany LenandStephanieDou-gla- s
'94, midfielder Missy Rice '94,
goalie Becky Tederstrom 94. attack-
ingpkyers MegWood 95 (nine goals,
two assists) and Caroline Robinson
95 (three goals, twoassists)and bead
cxach Carrie Rose.
Rctubning: Attackers Katie Ewig
97 (seven goals, one assist), Katie
Doyle (two goals, five assists) 96
Cathy Hansen 95. defender Betsy
Shannon '95, goaltender Erir
Dretstadt 96arul bead coach Biendi
Meese.
Are you interested in being a party assistant?
If you arc 19 years ofage or older and looking for a unique
employment experience, applications are available at the Office
of Residential Life.
Applications are due to the Office ofResidential Life,
BabcockHafl
by 5 p.m. on Friday, September 16
Any questions??
Call Brad Shaw, Assistant Director of Residential Life
at extension 2498
UNI-CARD,B- OX 220645, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022
"VT I want MASTERCARD Immediately.
lOOtt QUARANTEEDI
NAME
ADDRSSS
cmr
STUDENT? ?es No
SIGNATURE
arret
STATE ZXP
.SS.
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Black and Gold scrimmage kicks off 1994 season
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Fighting Scot football team
will take part in its first full contact,
public scrimmage tomorrow after-
noon at John P. Papp Stadium. Hie
Black and Gold scrimmage, pitting
Wooster players against themselves,
wfll kick-o- ff at 130 pan.
Wooster tans, however, wfll not be
able to see the Fighting Scot team at
fun strength, due to numerous inju-
ries among projected starters. Those
expected to miss the game because of
injury are defensive end Matt Haas
95, defensive tackle Travis Sanders
96, linebackers Jamie Ruhl 95 and
Jeremy Harris 97, as wen as wide
receiver Brian Wright "95, who is
bring held out only asaprecautionary
measure.
Those expected to see action in-
clude quarterbacks Jim Smucker "96
and Scott Amstutz 97, running back
John Graebing 96, and defensive
backs Dana Kreeger 95, Travis
Booker "95, and Sly Slaughter 97.
The Black and Gold Scrimmage
wffl nc proceed like aregiilarion foot-
ball game.
"What well be doing is having a
situational scrimmage rather than a
regular game. We wfll set up our
offense and defense in different
schemes, tt'ssonofagame rehearsal,"
said Head Coach Bob Tucker.
I 0 --.,
ft.
-
Li'"
photo by L7Z MADISON
John P. Papp Stadium wfll host the annual Black and Gold scrimmage
tomorrow afternoon. Fans are welcome and admission is free.
Scot cross country teams set for '94 season
Moorefield, Kinney ready to lead women's, men's cmss country teams to success
By ALISON BOOHER
v Women
This year's women's cross country
team looks promising with the return
of Emfly Moorefield 95, Wooster's
fkstfemakAIAmericanm thatsport.
Mcionfekl finished 18th attheNCAA
Division EI meet last fall, ensuring
her All-Americ- an status. In addition
to her success en the national level,
Moorefield finished second in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Meet Moorefield win be looked to
by Head Coach Dennis Rice for lead-
ership on an otherwise youthful team.
The rest of the team looks solid.
According to Rice, the top five run
ners, Moorefield, Molly Metz, Mich-ellePcleJulieH- ex,
and Ellen Free-
man '97s look to be a challenge to
any team in the conference as long as
they stay healthy."
There are four first year women on
the team and Rice expects each of
mem to make a contribution. Rice
feels that all of his first year women
rurmers have thepotential tobe among
the top twelve runners on the team.
Among the four newcomers. Rice
expects to find a sixth and seventh
runner for his team.
The Lady Scots' goal, according to
Rice, is to finish in the top three in the
NCAC and in the top four in the
region.
;.
The 1994 seasonbegins thisevening
for the Lady Scots as they travel to
Oberlm for a meet winch begins at
ccOQpjn.
Men
Facing the loss of four prominent
runners from last year's squad, men's
cross country coach. DermisRiccdid
what any good coach would do. He
reexuitedasmng firstyearcbss, which
he refers to as a "big boost for the
future." He does not expect huge
things from ttem this year because of
the adjustment they will be facing as
The 1994 Black and Gold Scrimmage
lllllll
What: Each fall, the College's Fighting Scot
football team holds a scrimmage the weekend
before the first game of the season, ''J
Who: Coach Bob Ibcker's Scots are divided :
up into two squads the Black team and the
Gold : V; v 'team.;" - -; ; ;. ;
When: Saturday, Sept 3at 1:30 p.rrL
Where: John R Papp Stadium in Wooster;
All fans arewelcome to attend the scrimmage,
and admission is tree. ,
Returning Players to watch: OB Jim
Smucker 96, QB Scott Amstutz 97;RB John
Graebini . DB SlvSlaushter W. DB . ' v
Newcomers xci ? watob:
OLJimWarsder;98;OIiMarkHar :
they increase their racing distance
from high school's 5000 meters to
college's 8000 meters.
Runners from last year's team wfll
be looked upon to provide leadership
and experience. Heading the list of
returnees isPaul Kinney .Although
he is currently injured, Rice feels that
"a lot of emphasis is on getting Paul
back, especially with such a young
team. He's the key, ifwe can get him
heahhy- -
Also returning is Alan Schwartz.
95wrjo,ccningoffasuccessful track
season, hopes to match that success
this faU. Willie Drexler 97 and
PhfflgxKozub "97 wffl alsobe asked
by Rice to step forward and assume
The upcoming week in Sports:
football: mea's cross country: volleyball: men's soccer:
tomorrow scrimmage (H) today Oberlin (A) 6:45 pjn. tomorrow Anderson (A) 12 pjn. today and tomorrow
130p.m. Wooster Invitational
women's cross country: women's soccer: (Geneva, Hops, Wilmington)
field hockey: todays Oberlin (A) 6 pjn. tomorrow Mary Washington (A)
tomorrow DePauw(A)llajn. lpjn. Tuesday Mount Union (H) 4 pjn.
Tuesday Slippery Rock(H)4pjn. Wednesday Heidelberg (A) 4 pjn.
t ft
; WR QirisBodle ?8,
leaderstnp roles. Rice is projecting
mat Drexler will finish in the top 15
andKozubinthe top 20 at the North
Coast Athletic Conference meet
The overall goal of the men's cross
country team mis year is to finish in
thetopfiveattheNCACmeetsothey
can qualify for the regional meet
Although trjey have cccsistendy quali-fie- d
for the regional meet, this year it
is especially important because itwill
give the first-ye-ar team members the
experience of running in a high pres-
sure meet
The Fighting Scots kick off the
1994 season with a dual meet this
evening at Oberiia The meet begins
at 6:45 pm, V ' :. '' -- ;
Quote ofthe week
VKiiicekblowstIusristand
on my head."
with Richard Krajicek ahead
six match points in his US Open
match, tennis analystJohn
McEnroe made this prediction
which ultimately did not come true.
